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Abstract

This paper describes the �PYXIS, a versatile name server for distributed environments, which maps object names
into ids (independently of their location). This server dynamically supports global or local name spaces, according
to system requirements. The server incorporates an authentication engine that, after checking a request, supplies
the client with an authentication key. Such a key can be adopted by other servers as a security criterion for further
communications with clients.

At this time, an operating version of �PYXIS is available. This version acts as the file name server for the PYXIS

distributed file system (Fröhlich, 1994), which uses the server authentication capability to validate requests to all other
component servers. In that environment, the name server is in charge of supporting a distributed hierarchic naming
space visible to the users as a directory tree.
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1 Introduction

The growth of parallelism and distribution in the computing systems has motivated the appearance of several new ideas
in the Operating Systems field. Among them is the specialization of services. Although perfectly tuned to Distributed
Systems, this idea is still few explored. Joining related tasks in autonomous functional modules results in servers that
will probably take better advantage of the hardware parallelism. With such an organization, the Operating System has
become a collection of independent servers (each one responsible for a class of services) that cooperate to achieve the
desired system’s functionality.

A usual specialization is the name server, which maps object names into ids. A generic naming service is capable of
mapping any sort of name into any sort of id is desirable, so the service could be used by both: the operating systems
and the applications. Frequently, name servers are used to map file names in file systems or host names in domains,
but many other uses are there, for instance, phone directories.

This paper describes the �PYXIS, emphasizing its innovative characteristics, which include the capability of managing
name spaces privately to each host or global to the whole domain, and the authentication engine that allows secure
communication among clients and servers. It also describes a prototype, implemented to act as the file name server in
the PYXIS distributed file system (Fröhlich, 1994).

2 Project Goals

The name server has been designed so that the following goals are to be meet:

� Distributed name space: the server shall be able to refer to remote objects through local names. This ability
makes object’s location transparent to users.
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� Generality: the server must not impose any format on the names it maps, or on the ids that names are mapped
to. Doing so, the server can be used by any process that wishes to map names into ids. Both elements (names
and ids) are meaningful only to the application that has defined them.

� Stateless: the server shall be stateless due to two main reasons: fault tolerance and design simplicity. Each client
must keep all the control information it needs to request service. It is easier to restart the server after a crash in
the scheme.

� Message authentication: We decided the name server should include an authentication engine, because it is with
the name server that the user’s first contact with the object occurs. If the authentication process took place later
on, it would be impossible to ensure that the object id had not been misused. So the name server shall implement
an authentication engine to generate (after checking permission) an authentication key that may be used for
further secure communication between clients and servers.

3 Name Space

An object name is usually a string that identifies a single object in a set of objects. A name must not be ambiguous,
i.e., it must refer to only one object. Nevertheless an object name does not need to be unique, i.e., more than one
name (synonyms) can refer the same object. The main purpose for giving an object a name is to make it known and
accessible in some universe. An object can be anything on a universe, since it has a name.

In order to name a set of objects in non-ambiguous way, it is common to arrange the names in a hierarchic scheme. A
hierarchic name space, besides being easier to maintain, it is closely related to the way objects are organized in reality.

A hierarchic name space can be represented as tables with lines and columns. Each line designates an object and each
column stands for a different attribute. Any accessible object must be referred to by at least one table. Each table has
at least one column: the object name. However many other information can be associated with each object, therefore,
a name space is the set of all names that are known for that domain. We can manipulate the domain’s amplitude to
change the scope of a name space. For example, we could restrict the scope of a name space to a single host (private
name space) or we could extend the scope to a set of hosts (global name space).

When a global name space is set, remote objects are referred to as being local to the whole set of hosts sharing the
name space. In this way, an object always has the same name, regardless of how the host is physically placed. Figure
1 shows a global name space where "Y" is a table from host "1" which refers to objects "Z" and "d" from host "2".
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Figure 1: A global name space
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4 System Security

The information stored in a system as well the system’s components must be guarded against undesirable access.
According to Garfinkel and Spafford (1993), a secure system is one whose components are used in a predictable
manner, regardless of the circumstances. In practice, total security is seldom feasible. Nevertheless, efforts must be
made so that security violation becomes the exception, not the rule.

System security violations can be classified as intentional or accidental. It is easier to prevent undesirable accidental
access than intentional access. There are three main forms of undesirable access to an object: read, modify and destroy.

All objects managed by a system present private characteristics that must be respected by anyone wishing to gain
access to them. We expected an object to be handled only through its class methods. Furthermore, not everybody has
the same access permission over an object. The system must enforce some scheme to ensure these restraints.

One of the bases for system protection is the ability to identify processes and objects (and their owners) in order to
make validations possible. It is easy for centralized systems to guarantee the authenticity of such information, because
they are handled internally by the operating systems. However, such information is transmitted among hosts in a
distributed system, making the authentication processes much more complex.

4.1 Authentication in distributed systems

In a distributed system, several items of control information (user ids, process ids, object ids, etc) are exchanged
without protection between hosts in the clear. Thus, a special mechanism to ensure the authenticity of such information
is required. One approach to the problem is to set reliable processes (or even hosts) to authenticate the information.

The authentication process begins when the user logs into the system. The most common way to do it is to request the
user to give a password, which will be compared to the one stored (encrypted) in the system. After the log in, the user
is considered to be who he claims to be.

Processes and objects are handled by the system, thus, we can consider their ids to be authentic. The problem now
is to ensure that this information is not misused or altered when transmitted from one host to another. For example,
suppose a user in host "A" wishes access an object in host "B", which is outside of his authorized domain. If the user
knows the id of a user to whom access to the object is granted, then he could fake its id and gain access to the object.
The system must prevent this from happening.

The �PYXIS approach is to include an authorization key in the messages exchanged between clients and servers to
request/reply services. Each time a client requests a service, it includes the key that will be checked by the server. A
key grants the access of a single user to a single object. Thus messages regarding different objects carry differents
keys.

In order to be effective, the authentication process must occur in the first step of gaining access to an object. In PYXIS,
as in many others systems, the first contact between a client and an object happens when a client tries to obtain the
object id from the name server. That is the way we decided to include the authentication engine in the name server:
when a client obtains an id, it gets an authentication key, as well.

Note that�PYXIS only returns a valid pair (id, key) to requests made by users with authorization to access the object. To
achieve this, instead of storing permission with the object’s primary information, �PYXIS contacts the server associated
with the object, requesting access validation for the user. If the server validates the access, then �PYXIS returns a valid
pair (id, key), otherwise it returns an error. With a valid pair (id, key), a client can now contact the object’s server and
request specific services. The key can be used by this server to authenticate requests.

4.2 Key generation

In the last section we defined an authentication scheme based on a key. Such a key can guarantee the authenticity
of several items of information used to validate access to objects. Now we must guarantee the authenticity of the
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authentication key, or at least make it hard to be faked.

The authentication key generated by �PYXIS is a function of three elements: the object id, the object creation time
and the user id. Object ids are held by �PYXIS itself, the object creation time is obtained from the server associated
with the object, and the user id is included (by the system kernel) in all messages. Figure 2 shows the key generation
process.
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Figure 2: Authentication key generation

The object id was included in the function to ensure that a key obtained for one object will not be used for access to
another one. The object’s creation time was included to allow for the id’s reutilization (necessary, once ids are not
infinite). For instance, suppose a client has got a pair (id, key). As �PYXIS is stateless, it does not know to whom keys
have been given. Another authorized client can destroy the object while the first client still holding a valid pair. It is
not mathematically impossible for this situation to remain long enough for the former id to be given another object. If
we had not included the object creation time in the key generation, the former key would still be valid.

The user’s id was included in the key generation function to avoid key exchange by users. Doing so, an authorized user
that obtained a valid pair (id, key) can not pass the pair on to another user. In �PYXIS, permission is not transferable.
Many systems rely on the user’s ability to judge its neighbors and decide which of them are trustworthy. �PYXIS acts
differently if access to a new user should be granted, then the object’s creator (owner) must explicitly say so (authorize
it).

The key generation function is obviously a system secret. What can be said is that the function counter domain is
large enough that few synonymous are generated and the function has no reverse (necessary because all the involved
elements are handled by users). All servers expected to validate the key must know the generation function, so they
can recompute it and compare it to the one provided by the client (Evans et al, 1974).

5 The Implementation of �PYXIS

At the present time, there is an operating version of �PYXIS. Such version has been used as the file name server for
the PYXIS distributed file system. PYXIS is a new approach to file systems, where the file functionality results from
the combination of several parallel servers. Different aspects of the file system are treated by different autonomous
servers: a name server (�PYXIS), a file server (�PYXIS), a cache server (PYXIS) and specific servers for each class of
devices supported by the system.

This version of �PYXIS supports the mapping of file names into ids and also the generation of authentication keys as
described earlier. To validate file access,�PYXIS communicates with �PYXIS (the file server) in order to check whether
the user has permission to do what he wants to. This decision was taken to keep �PYXIS generic, and thus, usable
for other purposes than file name mapping. If access is denied to the user, �PYXIS simply returns an error code, i.e.,
neither id nor key is returned.

�PYXIS is a stateless server, i.e., it does not keep any contextual information about its clients. Each service request
made by a client must include all information needed to carry out the service. The main reason why we decided to
make �PYXIS stateless is to simplify server’s recovery after a crash. Since the server keeps no information about its
clients, the restart procedure equals its initialization.

At interface level, �PYXIS looks like an UNIX library. More specifically, �PYXIS is POSIX (IEEE, 1988) compliant.
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This compatibility is important to allow POSIX applications to run over PYXIS without changes. �PYXIS interface
includes the following services:

� translate: �PYXIS main service, translate takes an object name and returns an object id. Before
returning the object id, translate checks user permission over the object and generates an authentication
key. Although �PYXIS is main service, it is seldom used on the application level. It usually appears embedded
in library functions (stubs).

� opendir / closedir: allows access to a table (directory).

� chdir: changes the local working directory of a process.

� readdir: gets a table’s entry.

At initialization, �PYXIS waits for an object id that will be used as the root table for the name space. If there is only one
instance of �PYXIS running in the whole domain or if all instances are initialized with the same root table, then a global
name space is set. On the other hand, if any instance of �PYXIS gets initialized with distinct root tables, then several
name spaces are possible. The sharing of sub-spaces is supported by �PYXIS, thus, distinct servers, with distinct root
tables, can share parts of their name spaces. The decision of which kind of name space to use is up to the users.

�PYXIS tables are implemented over �PYXIS files, which can be remotely linked. Using this ability (remote links),
�PYXIS can add remote object names to local tables. Moreover, it can link a remote table to the local one. One
drawback of using remote links is the degradation of the name space hierarchy from a tree to a (possibly cyclic) graph.
This could cause trouble to applications that recursively cross the name space, like "tar" and "find". Such applications
could loop forever if they are not aware of remote links. To avoid this problem, �PYXIS makes public the information
that the object is or is not remote. Applications can check such information to avoid infinity loops.

6 Conclusions

This paper has presented �PYXIS, a name server for distributed environments. �PYXIS characteristics include the
ability to name objects independently of their locations, the ability to generate authentication keys and the POSIX

conformance. The version implemented to act as the file name server for PYXIS has proved the server’s functionality.
The obtained results are very satisfactory and have determined the continuity of the project. Among the forthcoming
developments, �PYXIS will be used for applications to map names of general objects.

A more precise evaluation of �PYXIS performance depends on PYXIS migration to a new parallel platform: a dynamic
interconnection network multicomputer, today under development in our department (Corso, 1993).
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